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eactions:
by Debbie Bohnet
Staff Writer

The news of the U.S. hostage
release was greeted with a varied
mixture of excitement and bitterness on Cheney's EWU campus.
The hostages were freed last
week after an intricate $9 billion
financial transfer of Iranian
assets was completed.
Many college students viewed
the release as a blessed relief,
though far overdue.

Students comment on return
of former Iranian hostages

Allan Machtmes, a junior said,
" I think it's great that they
finally were let go. I think it
should have been done sooner,
but its a good deal just the
same."
"It's about time. I think they
didn't want to tangle with Reagan," Sue Wilson, a parttime
worker at Campus Safety stated.
There was a general consent on
the reason for the final release.
"I think the release of the
hostages is going to be very

beneficiary to the American people. In so far as going up against
the next administration, which
will probably use destructive
tactics to gain their release,"
twenty year old Carl Cockrell
said.
For others the news was met
with what this reporter noted as
almost extreme jubilation.
Sue Wordelman and Debbie
Farace, both residents of Dressler Hall said that the dorm was so
happy about the news that they

.

(Continued on Page

9)
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Sexual Technique Analysis.
Doug Gerber also offered to
treat the hostages to a beer. His
plan, however , was a little exagagerated and too wild to be
executed.
"I'd like to take all the hostages
and have a huge bash, with about
400 kegs. After all the kegs are
emptied I'd like to cram them full
of Iranians and float 'em home."
Gerber continued to say he
didn't like Reagan at first but

hung a sign addressed to the
homecoming hostages in Dressler's lobby . That sign reads,
'Meet us at Showys for beers on
the house, Helga! ! ! ! ' ( Helga
means Holy and peaceful. )
Collins O'Neill, a full time
student said that he felt " it's
excellent! They deserved it, but
it should have been earlier--like
400 days earlier." O'Neill also
extended an opened invitation to
buy each and every hostage a
beer and a free trip to Andreas '
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County investigation

lssel relieved of duties
by Jim Crosby
Editor

Easterner photo/Dave Sa mpson

Harry •earney' lssel

Harry " Barney " lssel, EWU
Campus Police Chief, has been
relieved of his duties a llegedly
stemming from a "willful breach
in the duties of Chis) office. "
Spokane County Sheriff Larry
V. Erickson said his work on the
case started with compla ints
from "a few EWU students" who
were worried that Ca mpus Safety
was not investigating thefts that
occured on campus. Erickson
did not elaborate who the "few
s tudents" were or the basis of
their alleged complaints.
Issel 's s ubsequ e nt r eass ignment to the Physical Pla nt , it has
been learned, was due to his
a lleged "misconduct of duty."
F urther detai ls of the a llegations
could not be determined .
Erickson sa id, however, tha t
after receiving stude nt compla ints, he approached EWU with
a request to initiate an investigation.
" The adm inistra tion agreed,"
he sa id, "the ma tter should be
inves ti gated. It was then Erick-

son said his probe into the matter
tarted a nd ended two months
later with the filing of the misconduct a llegation . A forma l
charge of wi llfull breach of duty
was lodged against Issel Jan. 20
by the Spoka ne County Prosecuting Attorney's office.
F rom another phase of the investigation , it has been learned
Issel al legedly mis ha ndled several items turned into the ca mpus
lost and found departme nt, located in the Red Barn.
Issel, 49, said he wa s told by his
counsel, William J . Powell, not to
di scuss the allegations .
In an inter view Monday afternoon, Erickson sa id " there
was n't any investigations fo r at
least a year (on campus )."
Records obtained by The Easte rner, however, indi ca te that not
onl y were there investigations
during the last year, but there
was a shuffl ing of responsibility
among those cond ucting the investigations.
In a memorandum to Issel, who
has been head of campus safety
fo r nearly eight years, Russell

Ha rtm an, Planning a nd Budgeting Se rvi ces director, asked Issel
t.o list all inves tiga tions that
would require the services of an
inves tigator and " that would
have been assigned to Aethel
(Wise l."
Wi se reti red from ca mpu.
police J an . 31, 1980. At that time.
he was the only campus investiga tor.

(See related
story Page 9)
Accord ing to Issel who supplied Hartman with a n investi ga ti ve work load report, 453
repo rts of incidents required
some type of investigation--from
imple paperwork to involved
interviews.
Ha rtman al o asked Issel to 1i t
incidents that had been referred
to the Cheney Police Department , according to a lengthy
(Continued on Page 9)

Bad air at Copy Center1
by Mari Perrotti
Feature Editor

A few employees and administrators are awaiting the results
of air samples taken Monday at
the EWU Copy Center to pinpoint
any possible health hazards that
may be present there.
In late June, a broken pipe
caused repeated minor flooding
in the Copy Center, located in the
basement of Showalter Hall.
According to Neil Clemons,
director of publications, the pipe
was not replaced until Novem-

ber. Although portions of the
Copy Center's carpeting damaged by t~e flood were removed ,
Clemons said that the basement
location created an ideal environment for the proliferation of an
unknown mold in and around
equipment at the center.
Informed sources said that in
mid-November some of the eight
employees at the Copy Center
were experiencing similar health
problems. Symptoms reported
included: headaches, burning

eyes, sneezing, and skin irritations.
In response to the growing
concern over the situation, Barbara Hinchcliff, Copy Center
s uperv is or, notified Ca mpus
Safety Officer Al Majors of the
situation on Jan. 6.
In an interview Friday, Majors
said that samples of the mold
were analyzed by Horace R.
Simms, professor of biology .
"Simms notified us on Jan. 14
that the mold was a fungi belong-

ing to the order Mucorales. At
that time he expressed a concern
that the mold could ca use health
problems, such as secondary infections,' ' Majors said.
Two days later, Majors indica ted that Simms, upon further
a nalysis of the samples, contacted him and said that there "was
no problems with the mold. "
Majors said he then talked with
county health officials a nd the
sta t e Department of Labor
(DOL) about the problem .

In an intervi e w Mona ay,
'Majors said that personnel in
both offices felt that there was no
connection between the mold and
symptoms exhibited by employees.
According to Majors, " The fact
that people are exhibiti11e ymptoms, the fact that there have
been a lot of rumors ... the sort of
thing that snowballs," prompted
him to seek the assistance of the

DOL.
(Continued on Page 8)
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~eceivi~g

of priorities.
was in physical danger was a
The problem, I am told; is
subjective judgment (lie detectspace and budget. We all must
ors only test objective stateoperate under severe limitations
ments) and there was nothing
in these areas at this time. The
that would stai1d up in court.
real problem is being clear on
Going through therapy has
priorities, and understanding the·
helped me understand my attiIn the letter to 't he editor ated
function of a campus newspaper.
t'Ude better and I now can meet
Jan. 22, Mr. R.A. Payne apoloEditor:
University Theatre derives a
new people (male) without being
gized to women for not being
I am writing in regard to the
majority of its audience from e , last two issues of The Ea ·rner. ·
afraid. I am, however, much
more understanding of the probstudent body, not from Spokane .. I believe that the news~per
more cautious about giving out
lem of rape, and I want to thank
Thus the publicity we receive in published at my former high
my a4dress and phone number
him for his awareness of the
The Easterner ~as always been school was of a higher quality
and I am a very light ·sleeper
trauma and resultant problems
important
to us.
now.
than what I've seen from these
that women face even though he
Dancer's
Dances
has
received
And
my
anger?'
Did
that
ever
issues.
cannot really understand, the
prime coverage in the Chronicle,
pass? 1 saw the man the other
experience.
the Spokesman Review, the
day in downtown Spokane. Had
When I read a newspaper, I
I was raped in 1m, in my own
Community
Press,
and
the
Free
he
not
been
in
a
van,
I
might
have
skim
for the headlines that inhome~ by a "friend." It left a lot
'
Press
(sic).
Our
own
newspaper,
run him down with my car. I
terest me, as I'm sure most
of emotional scars that I have
however,
has
not
seen
fit
to
people
do, and if the headlines tell
didn't,
but
the
thought
was
there.
finally overcome with the help of
publish
even
a
photo
and
blurb
in
I went home shaking with anger
nothing of what is to be said in the
therapy and time.
honor
of
our
opening
night.
It
is
at
article,
in· my opinion, it is poor
and
it
took
an
exceptional
amount
What bothered me the most
least
unfortunate
that
theatre,
journalism.
of talking to myself to come to my
was that my privacy had been
which brings pleasure and ensenses. It's been three years and
invaded. A man may not underlightment
to so many audiences,
I
am
still
angry.
stand what real physical privacy
I first developed a skeptical
should
be
considered
less import- · attitude toward the paper when I
EWUStudent
is but to a ·woman it is something. .
ant than a disaster which hap- read the "Students Fined" article
very real. The physical makeup
pened some miles away and in the Jan. 8 issue. I don't
of a woman leads to a special
which in any case received plenty consider it valid news when one
feeling for that sharing that
of
coverage in other news media. student refers to another as a
comes with lovemaking, and it is
I' hope that you; Mr. Crosby, faggot. The article would have
a gift to her lover when she offers
will
do some serious thinking appeared much more professionherself. When a woman gives of
about the primary functions and al if just the important facts were
herself, she is allowing that man
priorities of the publication you given instead of the idle gossip
into the most private aspects of
Editor:
head.
her very being--true privacy.
that continued on for several
I am writing to express my
Kim Resnik columns.
Rape is not lovemaking. Rape
fubliclst
is an act of violence that stems ' extreme displeasure about your
Editor's note:
coverage, or rather, lack of covfrom hatred and anger and fruserage,
of
the
opening
of
UniverIn the' Jan. 22 issue, Page 5, an
I had hoped for a more prom. ·:ration. A man can be seduced
sity Dance Theatre's production,
announcement recognizing the ising paper the following week,
but he cannot be raped. Neither
DANCER'S
DANCES.
opening
night of the dance was but was let down when I saw that
can his privacy be invaded.
published. Again, in the Jan. 15, the front page boasted an article
It seems to rile that the primary
For the past three years I have
function
of
a
university
newsissue,. Page 5, a five-column about a sheet wearing a hard hat
been frustrated, angty and I have
paper
is
to
provide
coverage
of
preview
of the concert was pub- that apparently prowls through
hated the man that attacked me.
events within the academic cQmlished. Both were read, I might Streeter Hall on occasion. One of
I could not prosecute because I
munity.
Instead,
I
find
news
of
a
add.
Ms. Resnik is a public the other front page articles was
let him in-he was, after all, a
relations specialist with the The- supposed to discuss the suspenmore global nature, such as plane
"friend." The fact that he had
atre
Department.
crashes.
This
is
a
real
confusion
sion of an AS executive, accordbeen drinking and I thought that I

Physical
•
privacy

Poor
pU~licity

.

ing to the headline, but the
majority of the article was about
something totally unrelated. This
was not the first time. I had
encountered deceiving headlines
in The Easterner.
Regardless of what we'd like to
think, most of us do judge things
by tbeir "cover," or·By our first
impressions. And with front page
articles like the ones I've mentioned, there isn't much of a
chance f qr some of the fine
articles such as I've read in the
rest of the·paper.
'
Doug Pennell
e as mer we comes e ,
ters expressing all points of view.
Every attempt will be made to
print all letters to the editor,
space permitting. This newspaper reserves the right to edit
all letters for length, libel and
propriety.
Address all letters to the editor,
The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU,
Cheney, Wash., 99004, or deliver

.
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-Notices
EWlYVarsity Golf team will ·
meet Monday at noon in room
246, Phase I.
Approximately 40 volunteers
are still needed for the Feb. 2.8
"Monte Carlo Night." Positions
for volunteers include: card
dealers, dice game supervisors,
coat checkers, security personnel, and others. Interested .studepts should coni.ct Art Martin
at 359-2Q85, or stop by the thirdfloor office in the PUB. ·
'
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Students.displ~y .lack_of .k~owl0dg0 in ·iOternatio.nat.- affairs ·
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Soviets, their responses indi- know that foreign policy
ed, but were not geographicated a severe lack of know- matters such as Salt II affect
cally inclined or politically
A survey taken during fall aware about other counledge concerning the issue.
everyone?
quarter by the EWU Int~rna- tries."
. According to .the survey,
The international system is
ti ona'I Affairs department
Faculty members express- , ''The only thing this· question in such a state of confusion
showed an appalling lack of ed concern over the "appalshows clearly is the unfam- and crises today that even a
knowledge and interest in in- ling ignorance of students in
iliarity with Salt IJ and the relatively minor foreign polternationai affairs by Ameri- international issues." They
confusion which surrounds icy decision could lead to a
can students here.
the general public about for- world-wide war and nuclear
attributed this ignorance to
The survey, conducted by the fact that "the state of
eign policy matters such as holocaust.
the students . of Dr. Ernst Washington is not very conthis.''
What could affect the AmGohlert, director of the Spo- cerned with international proThe group that conducted erican student more? How
kane Consortium for Interna- grams.''
the American student's sur- can they be so naive?
tional Studies, included intervey said, "When the national
Like the group that conMany faculty memb~rs
views with foreign and Am- thought "there ought to me a
arena was exited, the feeling
ducted the American stuerican students and members core of courses that deal with
became' one of apathy, coup-- dent's survey said, "Unforof .EWU's ·faculty and ad- - international studies to
led with being uninformed.'' · tunately, these decisions... do
ministration. Que$tioris were broaden the perspective of
They said, "It appeared to affect us all."
asked to ascertain the inter- the general population. This
us that awareness was a
There is a truism that.says,
viewee's knowledge . and in- core of courses should be rematter of personal involve- "The successful ()peration of
volvement in international
afment.
The more affected a
a democracy depends on a
quired for graduation."
.
fairs. . ,
person is by some decision, , generally high level of educaWhen American students
According to the survey, were asked whether they
the more awar,e of the sit- tion."
most foreign students said thought Salt II was in the best
uation that person will be."
This is the reason that
"U.s.·students were interest- interests of the U.S. or the .
Don't American students education is of such a high
by Kerry Lyman

Assistant Editor

priority in this cQuntry. This
is also the reason behind
state-supported public
schools.
The general public must be
informed on political issues,
both foreign and domestic,
for the s·uccessful ~peration of
this country.
Political leaders take their
cue·on how to vote on certain
political issues from ~e attitudes of the general populace.
If that populace is µninformed, they can hardly blame the
politicians when things don't
go right.
·
LouisJ. Halle, former state
department official, said in
the fall issue of the Virginia
Quarterly Review, ''American foreign policy, on which
the future of the world so
largely depends, will surely
\

<Continued on Page 9)
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AS .s ays- no:' to dan
quarter.
That same regulation requires
that events be scheduled and
Charities seeking money from
bands
approved by the coordinathe Associated Students of EWU
tor of student activities.
should look someplace else. They
The council defeated an
are not going to get one cent from
amendment which would have
this year's council.
After a lengthy, hot-tempered, allowed -a ·council-approved exception to the regulation, specidiscussion Tuesday evening, the
fically the stipulation that limits
council decided not to give the
clubs to six events a quarter.
Inter-dorm (founcil three band
, shares that would have partially · · Council members Mateo Artega··and Dave Rudy agreed that
. funded a scheduled Muscular
the AS would be paying only for
Dystrophy Association Dance
the bands.
Marathon Feb. 20 and 21.
''And at the sapte time students
"If the students want to give
would be donating to charity,"
$35,000 (to M.D.A.), let's sign a
Artega said.
check and give it to them. Let's
not make them (the students)
Last year nearly $3,500 was
dance for it," said Tim Shields,
donated to M.D.A. from students
council member.
who participated in a dance
An AS regulation allows recog-:marathon in Cheney.
nized _clubs and organizations to
According to Art Martin, Stube reimbursed for 60 percent of
dent Act-ivitie~ coordinator, three
total band costs for one event a
bands have be~n tentatively
week, not to exceed six per
scheduled for the event at apby Jim Crosby
Editor

proximately
per band.
Rudy, wh is also Streeter
Dorm pre~i ent, said he ·wm
investigat~ other possible
sources for. f nding, including a
housing and ctivities (und which
reportedly h ~ a $5,000 surplus.
Earlier in the meeting, the
council reces ed and its budget
and finance c mmittee convened
to discuss pla ing an extra $600 in
the band sha es to eliminate any
"potential" p oblems with future
requests for nding.
Doug Jord , Budget and Finance vice p esident, said the
money was a proved and would
have been tra sferred to the band
shares had t e council adopted
the amendme t to the regulation.
In other ction, the council
approved a uarterly rental fee
of $3.50 per s udent for Tawanka
lockers whic are expected to be
installed by s ring quarter.

Parking claus could
.cause some p oblems

Dorms to ·meet fire co
by Jim .Crosby
Editor

Bringing EWU's five dormitories into compliance with the
1979 Uniform Fire Code will cost
$3.4 million.
Speaking to the ~WU Board .of
Trustees last Thqrsday, Robert
Graham, director of facilities,
said purchasing an~ installing
dete!,!tion and alarm systems
would cost $1.4 million.
Furthermore, dormitory modifications, such as heavier doors
and auxiliary power· systems for
exit lights, would cost an additional $2 million.
Funding for the project has not
been decided. Reportedly, however, the money could come from
the university's bonding capability, which could possibly lead
. ~o an increase in student's room
and board.
BOT, John Montague, Cheney
Fire·Department chief, explained
that the dormitories were all
constructed under building and
fire codes ''which were less stringent in many areas than the
current codes."
"I~ is not our intent to bring
those buildings into complete
compliance of evel"f 1979 .code.
That is a project beyond . the
scope of current economics. It is
our inteht to bring those buildings
up to the 1979 code requirements
in the area of life safety,"' he said.
At a board meeting last December,~Graham said he was

, studying the possibility of installing both sprinkler and detection
systems which he estimated
would cost $2.5 million.
But, Graham said, ~ontague
would "rather· see a d~tection
system than a sprinkler system''
. in the dormitories primarily because of cost restrictions imposed by expensiv~ sprinkler
systems.
"We didn't, look at expense
when we looked at the items. We
went strictly by the chief's recommendation," Graham said.
Terryl Ross, AS president, said
he supports the installation of
detection and alarm systems, but
does not want students to pay for
them.
"It is a Catch-22 situation, the
students need safety but. really
can't afford to pay for it," Ro·ss
said.
In a related matter, the BOT
extended EWU's agreement with
the Cheney F-ire Department to
provide services until June 30 at a
cost of $65,184.
EWU President H. George
Frederickson told board members that more students have
enrolled this quarter (7,600) than
last winter quarter (7,500). .
Full-time Equivalent (FTE)
enrollment, however, had a sharp
·increase, Fr~erickson said. Last
winter quarter there were 6,700
FTEs·, compared to 7,250 this
year.
"That's a very dramatic in-

crease," Fre erickson said.
FTE is a u it of measurem.ent
used by the tate Legislature in
funding univ rsities and colleges.
An undergra uate enrolled at 15
credit hours is considered one
FTE, while graduate students
require 10 er dits .
Last year WU was contracted
for 6,475 FT s. This year, however, it is co tracted for 6,575.
Fredericks n also said his administration is working on its·
long-term r comm~ndation for
the use of Lo ise Anderson Hall.
Last quartf r the Board adopted
a policy whic split the use of the
dormitory.
Frederick~on said there are 153
empty beds in EWU's housing
systems, no~ including the 100
allocated to fhe Regional Center
. for Continui g Education. Currently, ther are 84 students in
LA Hall.
" We are r ght back where we
started from an extra dorm," he
said, adding hat overcrowding in
the do11mito ies this academic r
year was th result of a "typical·
fall quarter runch."
In other ction, the BOT adopted a re mmendation from
EWU's Dis 'plinary Officer Al
Ogdon to inc ease the maximum
fine from $5 to $200 for violation
of the colleg 's conduct code. ·
"When th , code became operable in 1971 " Ogdon ·said, "$50
was certain! a sufficient figure.
(Conti ued on Page 9)

· KreSkin 'no-show' goes ·to co rt ,
EWU attorney John Lamp has
filed suit against ''The Amazing
Kreskin" for breaking his contract to appear at ·E WU on Oc t ·
28.
Art_ ~artin, director of stude?t
activities ~or the_ ASEWU, said
that Kreskin provided only three

weeks notice that he would not he
performing here.
A settlement for the cost of
advertising and the inconvenience bestowed on the university
is now in progress, according to
. Lamp.
Lamp indicated that one possi- .

ble option in e settlement is for
Kreskin to
on a show in
recompense.
Further. d tails will be available_ as th litigation process
continues.
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Assistant Editor

If you have ignored past parking tickets because of the recent
decriminaiization or' such offenses by the state legislature,
you may be in for a surprise.
A "Catch 22" clause in the law
may leave you open to arrest and
prosecution for ignoring these
offenses.
According to Sgt. Gregory P .
Lopes, 'Cheney Police Department, if an offender ignores the
mailed summons that is sent
about 1o✓days after the citation is
issued, he is guilty of a misdemeanor and liable for up to a $250
fine and/or three months in jail.
Lopes said Tuesday parking
violations as well as many moving violations were decriminalized on Jan. 1 by the state legislature. •

-CEL . helps

" ut failure to respond to the
mai ed notice of infraction is a
cri inal offense in all these
cas s," he said.
L pes said the only traffic offens s that were not decriminaliz d on Jan. 1 were driving
wit out a valid drivers license,
driv ng while intoxicated, reckless driving, racing, and negligen driving.
I

H also said under state law
and tale court rule, a $25 assessme ·t is added to the original fine
for arking violations, after the
eig th day offailure to respond to
the .riginal notice.
S , if you are under the impre sion that these recent
cha ges in the criminal code
ena le you to ignore such offen es, take heed. You may still
be riminally prosecuted!

ETA

typi ies the program's individualAccording to CEL Director Dr.
Michael Whitesage, this pro- izati n. Diane Hoerner, the class
gram, now in its second year, is inst uctor, explains, "The emthe first to offer CETA employees pha is in this course is to draw on
coll~ge training. The courses are wha the participants already
kno . Most of •them have mar-.
worth up to five credits each.
"The program is designed spe- ke le skills. We help them identify hose skills and explain how
cifically for CETA participants,''
to b tter apply their experiential
he says, "lt's•set up at their entry
level and geared to meet their kno ledge to their work. Then we
giv them additional training in
individual needs. We're serving a
co munication, interviewing,
lot of people often ignored by
universities. Our objective is to ·and- ife and career planning.
O her course instructors are
work with the employer to help
Jud
Pfau~office skills, and Iola
these individuals become ·job ·
Mal by, teacher's aide. The curready.''
ren agreement with the school
The career development class
dist ict runs through June.

BOOKS***-* BOOKS**** BOOKS

Opening January 31, McD ffie's Books, North
20 p·Ines R0a d, beh'"Ind Den ys rest aurant . J USt
north of crossing of Pines Road and Sprague

Better. Used old . and scar e b<;>oks on many
subjects. Buy, Sell, Appraise.
Hours 1 to 5 most days, including Sundays.
Call first, 928-3623.

With Coupon-- $3.
Mon.-Sat.

by Kerry Lyman

in Opportunity.

32 oz. - $8.00 Value

OUPON

Rich Shields [right], AS executive ass stant, motions for council
recognition Tuesday night in the PUB th rd floor Council Chambers.
Al Ogdon is at left.

9-6

COUPON

BOOKS* **.A.. BOOK *_,._.A..* BOOKS
H
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Program offers·. mar,y aids to·.
.wo~en re-entering .c ollege
,.
Many are divorced, single parents, or financially troubled. Because they have not recently been
Women who have interrupted
involved in academics, their selfeducation after high school or
esteem may be low and they may
during college for at least a few
have few acquaintances on camyears and who are re-entering
pus.
,
.
college to complete a degree are
"I
feel
very
intimidated
by
the
classified as 're-entry students'.
coolness of other_students," said
Peggy Orth, a 44-year-old mother
Re-entry women are a distinct
of
six children. "My friendly
and growing group of students at
attempts to smile at someone is
EWU. 1,636· women age 25 and
rarely returned."
older enrolled during fall guarThe Women's Studies program
ter. They represent 20 percent of
offered
three workshop courses
the total student body and 37
this quarter to aid women who
percent of the fem ale enrollment.
are
coping with re-entry.
802 of these women are full-time
The one-credit courses offered
students.
ar.e "Coping With Re-Entry",
As the number of 18-year-olds "Mind Over Math", and "Learnentering school diminishes, and ing Skills".
"The courses .are simply a
the number of re-entry women...
continues to grow, administra- beginning point for the re-entry
tors are beginning to look toward students to take-off from," said
re-entry wQmen as the wave of Swedber_g . "Some find they
weren't as apprehensive about
the future.
school as they thought, and some
"It is a national trend," said
Professor Lee Swedberg, find the course content invaluable."
Womens Studies coordinator.
Although the re-entry woman is
1
·generally enthusiastic about her
• • • Until recently, there
return to school, she is having were few programs
some problems adapting to campus and · academic life. Some of . for retuming . women
the problems that caused her to students... '
interrupt her education initially
may still be operating when she
The Women's Studi~s depart- ·
does decide to return to school.
ment is offering ·several ..class.es
by'-Chris Tate
Staff Writer

for Spring quarter. "Racism ,nd
these students.
Sexism", "Re-Entry Learning
"The people at the Women's
Skills", and "Discovering
Center greeted me with a smile
Women in Science" are a few · and a first name," she said. "I
listed. All courses are cross-listed
felt all returning students need
with other departments so that
that same welcoming invitation."
credits can be accepted in either .
Women's studies_or in the crosslisted department.
"A minor in Women's Studies is
offered by Women's Studies department,'' said ·Professor
Swedberg.
Until recently, there were few
programs for returning women
students. The Women's Center is
now offering more encouragement and assistance.
"We invite re-entry women· to
come, visit us and enjoy our
lounge," said Pat Cootnz,
Women's Center Director. The
Women's Center is located at 114
Monroe Hall.
"We -are happy to advise women about where to get financial
aid advice, we offer academic
counseling and someone is always here to answer questions,"
said Professor G09tnz.
When _re-entry student Peggy
Orth became involved in the
Women's Center, she also beThe task force is organizing an
came chairperson of a· student
task force. The task force is . open house for re-entry women to
be held at the Women's Center
aimed at welcoming re-entry
during the last week of February.
students to EWU and organizing
"We want to find out how we
their ideas about needs special to

.-/~\

·can help re:entry students get
oriented with. the campus," said
Orth. "Their imputon ideas such
as_off-campus learning and ex- ·
tension programs, correspondence courses, internships, and
summer programs could be assembled into a recommendation
addressed to the administrators
about programs that need to be
initiated, modified or expanded, "
she said. ·

'-.. the future student
body enrollment will
consist of a majority
of re-entry 8tudents... '
It is evident by the recent
upsurge -in enrollment that the
fqture EWU student body will be
comprised of half, if not a majority of re-entry students. Although
EWU has adjusted some programs to accommodate the needs
of these students, the existence of
the programs are not always
well-publicized or well understood. ·

_

"As I see it, said Orth,."we are _
still lacking the programs we
need. But in the meantime we are
going to coordinate the avenues
we have available . to us at the
Women's Center."

Can ypu _
a Hor,d·$735 tuitiori?
Are .you willing
to
do
.
something.a.bo·u t it?
'

-

'

.

.

-

,

.

WHAT YOU CAN ·

FACTS:
_;_The state proposes to increase
. _tuition to $735 a year.
- There have been no increases in

·D O:

Our state legislators need to be aware of how those various tuition
pr~posals will affect you. Only you
tuition ,Si nee 1977. · . · .
can give them this information. -T he
-Over the past four years, the costs
addresses for your legislators are
of higher education have risen sigposted at the ASEWU office (PUB
nificantly.
3rd floor). If you would like to give
-Currently state law provides that
students pay up to 25 percent of · your input on the tuition options, a
Tuition Task Force is being formed
the cost of education. (C~rrently we
pay 17 percent).
. on which you can serve; just sign
- There is at least a $900 million up in the ASEWU office. Or feel
· free to call the members of the
deficit in the state budget.
Higher Education committee, toll
- These factors place great pressure
free, 1-800-562-6000. .
on the legislature.to raise tuitio~.

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:
Mateo Arteaga
Greg Fazzari

Ron Strom

1im Shields
at 359-2514 (AS office)

PEOPLE TO CONTACT:
~
-Richard 0. Barnes from the Sea.t tle
area
-Bill Burns from the Seattle area
-Irv Grenngo from the Seattle area
-Audrey Gruger from the Seattle area
-Nancy S. Rust from the Seattle area
,..-Steve Tupper from the Seattle area
-Ray Isaacson from Richland
-Eugene A. Prince fr~m Thornton
-Marion ,Kyle Sherman from Maple
Valley ·
-Delores E. Teutsch from Kir~land
Call toll free 1-800-562-6000

•

j

GET ·1NVO.LVED--IT'S ·YOUR 'MONEY
'\

---

,,

(

·-
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byD.J. Ellls
Staff Writer
In reading "Nothing is as difficult to see as the obvious" by
Bronislaw Malinowski, this reporter discovered a point of
interest concerning human fascination with the number three.

This humble numeral has an
impact on our daily lives that is
often taken for granted. Often,
three appears to be an absolute
limit; there are three terms or
three I categories and no more.
In folk speech one can give three
cheers for someone, but not two
or four. And each cheer may
consist of ''Hip, Hip, Hooray.''
The starter of a race will say
"One, 'l'wo, th~ee go." He will not

count to two or four. And when
the race begins, e can be heard
yelling the triad, "On your mark,
get set, go."
The alphabet s referred to as
the ABC's and in the common folk
simile, somethi g is as easy as
ABC; one doe' not speak of
learning his AB' or his ABCD's.

If there are ore than three
terms the add tional one is a
branch of the riginal. For example in cloth ng sizes small,
medium, large the size extralarge was very probably an offshoot from larg .
The three meals we eat, breakfast, lunch andi dinner are con' ; in the
sumed three ti es a day
morning, noon nd night.

1n triplicate·please!

Many names of organizations
that influence our life can be
abbreviated with three letters.
The IRS, (Internal revenue
Service), AMA (American Medical·Association), KKK (Ku Klux
Klan), DAR (Daughters of American Revolution), PTA (Parent
-Teacher Association) and the
PUB (Pence Union Building) are
familiar examples of this phenomena.
Political promises often occur
in threesomes. 'l'he Constitution
guarantees life, liberty and the
pursuit Qf n,appiness and a government of the people, by the
people, and for the people. Political slogans consist of three
words; "I Like Ike", and "We

Want a little:•_·~ihvolVeme·nt?
The Eastern Washington University Latter-Day Saint Student
Assoclatlo,- is part of a worldwide network of student associations sponsored by the Church
o( Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints (the Mormon Church).
Its primary purpose is to aid
each Latter-Day Saints student
attending EWU to become a
well-rounded person. The club
offers spiritually oriented classes
and social · functions to supplement the intellectual activities
engaged in at the university.
This goal is met with the
assistance of the Cheney LatterBay Ssaints Institute of Religion,
through a variety of activities
held for the single student. These
events include dances, dinners
and various other socials.
The Institute has a quarterly
, offering of classes which deal
with religious centered topics, as
1
, well as classes in genealogy,
family relations, •and courtship

al)d marriage.
These classes are held daily,
Monday throug Thursday, with
an evening class on Tuesday, plus
a special lectur, series on Friday.
.
Anyone inter ted in attending
these classes, hether LDS or
not, is welcome.
ThoseJnteres d should sign up
.at the Institute uilding, 719 7th
Street or call 23 230.

Chicano student
organization.
e club's main
purpose is to provide · cultural
enrichment for any interested in
the Chicano wa of life.
The MECHA tudents join with
the Chicano E ucation Department to sponso an annual nationwide Culture Awareness Week.
The students present cultural
dances, nation lly known speakers, and assort special events.

The week is spent sharing the
Chicano history with other students.
The MECHA club also presents
several events during the course
of the year to have fun and enjoy
each other while emphasizing its
heritage.
This year's activities include a
Valentin~ Bake sale, a raffle (the
grand prize just happens to be
two bottles of Tequilla), and a
dance.
Jose Robles, awarded D.J. of
the Year by Electric Canary Poll
in Seattle will run a Sound and
Light show in the PUB Jan. 30,
from ~ p.m. to midnight. Admission is $1.
The group meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the Chicano
Educa tion lounge. If you are interested in joining or would like
more information call J im Per ez
at 359-2405 or come to the Chicano
Education Department, Room
198.

higher education, also reflects
shall overcome."
the triplicate pattern. Primary
Folk expressions are equally
three structured: beg, borrow, or · schools teach the three R,s
steal...hither,. thith~r and yon ...
. (Reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic).
hook, line and ·s inker ... hop; skip
In.English, one is taught to write
and jump .. .lock, stock and barrel .
an introduction, a body and conclusion. Higher education con... me, myself and I.. .tall, dark
sists
of three degrees: bachand handsome ...Tom, Dick and
elor's, master's, and doctoral.
Har~y ...and wine, women and
Eastern is run on a three quarter
song.
,The pattern is even found on system: fall, winter and spring.
the telephone dial with a group of
At this point if any one is in
three numbers corresponding to doubt as to how the number three
each finger slot.
affects our lives let them name
The American educational systhree reasons and mail them to
tem, which is broken down into
the ·Easterner-in triplicate of
_primary,
secondary,
and
course.
I

Two can ride cheaper
th3noi1e.

~KLY SPEAKING

.... by phil frank

((OV'VE KNOWl\l fOR

~e.

TIME NON, MILDRED; -rnAT
f'LA'(W(
_HAVE A
)/1ANDAiO.R'-{ Rr:Tlll:-M~ijj AT AGb (;5.,

ewes

e COLLEGE ME.CIA stRVICtS · box 4244

Berkeley. CA. 9470 4

ln.cniase

career
pOteiltial

HAI DAVIS MAKES MORE
ISIONS IN ONE HOUR THAN MOD RECENT
COLLEGE.GR"D5 MAKE ALL DAY.

CETA participants in· School
District 81 are receiving training
to increase their career potential
through courses provided under
an agree ment with Eas tern
Washington University.
The program, offered by the
university's Center for Extended
Learning, a ids individuals in incr easing job skills. One hundred
twenty-five people pa rticipated
in the CETA-funded progra m las t
quarter .
EWU offers CO\,lrses in three
specialities: office skills, teacher 's aide a nd career development. E ach student selects one
a rea of interest a nd ca n study in
tha t pa rticular progra m for up to
18 months. Students ma y enroll
or drop a t any time .
.. The s tudents a re employed
locally while undergoing train,ing. In addition to the class work,
their jobs a re turned into tra ining
sites. Job performance is evaluated by course instructors a nd
credit is granted for work experience.

'Tm a cavalry r,latoon leader,
in ch rge of 43 men ,' says Hal. 'Tm
respq s~ble for their education, their
craini g, their well-being. So you can
bet I' making rapid-fire decisions
all da . Decision s that h ave an impact
on pe ple's lives."
Army ROTC is a great way
to pr pare for being an Army officer.
ROT helps you d evelop d iscipline
of mi d and spirit. As well as your
abilittto make de.c isions under
press re.
·
Taking Army ROTC pays off
in ot r ways. Like financial assistance
- up o $ 1,000 a year for your last
two y ars of ROTC. You could also
win a ROTC scholarshi p, as Hal
did. ch scholarshi p covers tui tio n,
book$, and more.

If you'd like to step out of college and into a job with responsibility,
do what Hal Davis d id . Step into
Army ROTC now.
And begin your future as an
officer.

DROP BY THE PUB ON
T UESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, TO
LEARN HOW YOU CAN SPEND
SIX W EEKS IN KENTUCKY THIS
SUMMER AND FINISH ROTC IN
ONLY 2 years!

ARMYROTC.

BE A1LYOU CAN BE.
•
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Dlll1ce concert
.is"rremendo·a s·
.

.

by Kelly Hitchcock
Staff Writer

Blend extraordinary talent
with dazzling costumes. Mix in
long hours of work and practice,
and spice it with comedy and surprise and you have EWU's Dance
Troupe production, "Dancer's
Dances."

,..

,

This lively, professional, twohour program opened in EWU's
University Theatre last Thursday
night. The theatre hosted a very
large audience; one of the biggest
Cheney has ever provided, and
the whole evening proved to be a
tremendous success.
-

Business major, Dianne Goetz

EWU -d~:nce~ :g_
ives
all ·insider's view
'

,.

r

by Kelly Hitchcock
Staff Writer

.

·"I intend to always have dance.as a big part of my
life," says local Cheney talent and EWU student
Dianne Goetz.
A junior, Dianne Goetz started.dancing whens~
was eight years old. Her first lessons were taken at
Rita's School of Ballet in the Spokane-Cheney area.
At 17, she taught 3-to-12-year olds. ·
·

:-

While attending EWU, Dianne has been involved
with many different types -of dance including jazz,
modern and ballet. Last year she performed in
EWU's Theatre production of "Jesus Christ Superstar:"
Along with working, taking classes, and spending ·
many 'grueling hours at dance practice for
"Dancer's Dances", Dianne also does modeling
shows for Studio II Hair Designs in Spokane. Her ·
last show, in ~hich she choreographed a dance for
former EWU student Mark Webb, was Nov. 14.
Called "Fresh Hair For Moderns", the show was
performed in the Sheraton Ballroom.

Dianne will be dancing in a number entitled the
"West Side" choreographed by one of three fellow
dancers/choreographers Adrienne Lambert. She
will also 'perform in "Dreaming Of Being A Star".
Although the ultimate goal for Dianne is Broadway, she says "Dancing will always be a part of my
life. If nothing else, a small part in the performance
and a larger part in the production of."

The overall excellence of the
extremely dedicated and close
-knit Dance Troupe was highlighted by the exceptional performance of individual dancers
such as Adrienne Lambert. ·

-

Joanne Jaynes, J\{ary Simonsen,
Sherry Poore, Terese Mcilvaine,
Rob Cook, and Kent ·Anderson.
Newcomers Jerry Bates and Suzette Carlson also performed admirably.
In the opening number,
"Dreaming of Being a Star," Uie
dancers are given a brief spotlight as they try to prove themselves to a spicey director portrayed by Gene L. Engene, assistant professor of Theatre and
chairman of the Theatre department. This number hints at the
variety of dance skills the performers will be revealing during
the rest of the show.

The finale, a three-part New
York feature (one segment
choreographed by Adrienne
Lambert) holds the audience
spellbound with the story portrayed with an amazing amount
of talenf displayed by the · students. All in all, this program is
one of the few really great·pieces
of entertainment of{ered by EWU
and well worth the walk to the
Theatre.
"Dancer's Dances" plays again tonight and every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday night
through Feb. 7. Curtain opens at 8 ·
. p.m. and admission is free to ·
EWU students.
, .

II •

. · . ·.

.

I

Peterson's Town & ·Country.TV .

~-----------~------------~-~
I

·I

1814 2nd

·

.
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'Cheney ,

I

;

235-6122

'1~ off on all LP Albums, Pre-recorded .
1
:; Cassettes and,8-Tr.ack_Tapes.
·'

I

I
Good from 29·Jan 81 through 7 Feb 81. · .
I.
. ,
I COUPON . .
COUPON ~
COUPON
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l
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Lambert is a returning dancer
to EWU. Her knowledge and
understanding of dance created a
backbone which strengthened the
entire performance. Many comments murmured by the audience noted her great talent as a .
performer. Other commendable
·performances were given by
Marjta Brown, Thomas· Grant,
Debra Floberg, Michelle Heffron,

.

..

COLLEGE
. PARK
APARTMENTS
I

W. 18 2nd

Furnished
Unfurnished
235-6155 after

I .,
I
I
I

1:30 p.m.

·Warni up at tfue ~'Wl·NTER FOfiMAL''
·..
. Fri.: Feb. 6
9 p.m. - 1 ·a.m.
..

·'

'

· Dance to
'
11
ECLIPSE11

,

a fantastic funk band
"'

Sheraton Hotel
FREEi

I

The Sheraton Hotel is offering discount room rates.
·
· · Single or double room $25.
Sponsored by ASEWU

'I

.' ' .

..

Must present coupon for price discount ·

,

Dianne, along with the rest of EWU's Theatre
Dance Troup can be seen in "Dancer's Dances"
which runs every Thursday, Fri~y and Saturday
night at 8:00 through Feb. 7. Held in the University
Theatre, tickets are $3.00 and free to EWU students.
For reservations, call 359-2825.

..

,.

The daughter of Kathleen Goetz, Dianne is
presently working on a business major. She says,
''Business for the practical side and dance for the
fun side. Performing haG always been a major part
of ~y life," she continued.
Dianne is currently performing in EWU's Theatre
Dance production, "Dancer's Dances", which
opened January 22. Concerning "Dancer's ~ances", Dianne says, "I think it's the best d~nce
production that EWU has done. Not only on the part
of the dancers but also due to the fanta·s uc job done
b1 the technical crew. The closeness within the
troup members is like one big family,'' she
continued. "You probably couldn't find that kind of
caring and sharing in any other organization."
Dianne says that the dancers feel the same about
the technical crew and are appreciative of all
_they've done for them.

i

Although the da'ncers were a
little low on energy during the
first 30 minutes, (undoubtedly
due to o~ning night jitters) they
soon blossomed, and treat~ the
audience to a non-stop, high
energy, full-fledged professi~nal
performance.

.

,.

..
.,

.

,

·Fuller to· lectu-re ·here
by Marl Peri:~ttl
Feature Editor
Children: ''~very cHild is born

a genius and gets de-geniused
very rapi~ly through the loving
· fear of the parents that the child
is going to get into trol:lble and get
the kind of pains they had." .
1,
Man's future: "Do we really
understand that each of us is here
only for all the others? Il the
answer is 'I am here for me,' then
I think humanity is going to fail .
its final exam."
Every hundred years or so, a
man comes along· who is continuously quotable. Buckminster
"Bucky" Fuller, is such a man.
The above quotes, garnered from
interviews the sprightly octogenarian has given over the years
are but a minute sample of the
wisdom the man has best~wed
upon anyofie who will listen. ,
At noon, Feb. 5, in Showalter
Auditorium, students of every
major; industrial technology, ·
computer scfence, philosophy, ·
communications, etc. would be
wise t~ stop by and listen to this
man.
Have no doubt your chU<h:.en
and grandc,h ildren wili read
about him in history books. And,
if "Bucky" Fuller has his way,
they will benefit by the ideas ·and
inventions he shares with all .
mankind.

".

~~~--~-~~-~-~----~
_Thursday, January 29, 1981

Preview
· Perhaps the most outstanding
quality of this man, who is often
called "the Leonardo DaVinci of
the Modern Age," is his desire to
share his knowledge with anyone
who will listen.

t
t

,l
·t

t
., -

L

-

Travelihg i;nore than 3 million
miles so far, F\lller will appear
here on Feb. 5 and talk about
anything that he finds pertinent.
He relishes question and answer
sessions on any subject.
This man is a living witness to
the successful accomplishments
of predictions he made 40 years
ago. He has seen the United
States through fully 40 percent of
his lifespan.
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MEN'S .& WOMEN·' S
CUTS & STYLES
CALL FOR APPOIN.TMENT
SNIP & STYLE

.

6081st

236-4975
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BE OUR GUEST FOR

Anyone who ,can, should take
adv·a ntage of this rare opportunity. If the practical value is not
immediately apparent, think of
the pleasure you i:night have
when some youngster asks about
Buckminster Fuller and you will
be able to say, "Well kid, I talked
to "Bucky" once and this is what
he told me ... "

FRIED CHICKEN
potato, salad bar, soup & bread

2 for 1 / $5.95
I

EXPIRES FEBRUARY 4, 1981
T
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• - - - - - ~ - - - - - COUPON ____________ ,

_ •Bucky' Fuller

-Fuller holds 39 honorary d~grees in every~hing from architectural engineering to fine arts.
A -1969 Nobel Prize candidate,
Fuller is most renowned for his
invention ·~f the geodesic <,tome, a
discovery which revolutionized ·
architectural thinking and later
provided a model with which the-·
structure of viruses could be
studied:
Not one to be Umited by such .·
"minor" achievements, , th.i s .
man, who intentionally got himself thrown out of Harvar.d twice,
and once considered suicide, has
made outstanding contributions
i'n virtually every field that involves the human creature.

BAGGAGE CAR····
•HANDCRAFTED

GIFTS

•

.•ALO VERA
PRODUCTS
• PLANTS

<
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• REBOUNDERS •1799li

113 F St., Cheney
(Aero~ from Owl Pharmacy)
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Dave's Auto
AUTO REPAIR - BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKER
, NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS

I STATE HOT UNE SERVICE
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE'
•

Route 2, Box 45
Cheney, WA 99004

13'-3'77 Spokane
Phone 235.f123 Cheney
WAWATIS LINE
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Jan. 29

.

Jan. 37

The Women's Center
will present a discussion on
Family Violence: Everybody's
Problem at 1 p.m. in 114 Monroe Hall. Lyn Ackley. Counseling coordinator for the YWCA
Domestic Violence Program
will lead the discussion.
...

Star Trek wili show at 6 and
' 10 p.m. in the ·PUB today and
7 p.m. Sunday. Admi~ion for
students is 75 cents, others:

$1.50.

Feb. 2
Artist Robert Maki will
open his exhibit, Installation/
Exhibition, at the Eastern
Washington Gallery of Art. The
exhibit which runs 'through
Feb. 27. wrll include largescale exhibits designed for
EWU.
\

EWU's Student-Alumni
Council will have an organizational meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
the Alumni Office, Showalter
Hall, Room 216. Projects under
consideration include: recognition of outstanding EWU students, student participation in
hometown recruiting efforts,
and fund-raising projects for the
council. Interested students
should call 359-2351.

·.,

1--.......

Feb. 3
Today is the last day to
withdraw from classes!

Sister Rita Kowats. a
Roman Catholic nun, will discuss · Religion and Women at
noon in the Women's Center,
·114 Monroe Hall.

The Japanese film
Throne of Blood will show at
7 p.m. in the Kennedy Auditorium. Admission is free:

Noted jazz pianist Arnie Carruthers and his trio will appear
with the EWU Orchestra on Jan.
29 in the PUB. The concert is
scheduled to begin at the conclusion of the EWU/Seattle•Pacific
basketball game, approximately
9:45 p.m.
Carruthers and his trio, a
prominent jazz ensemble in the
area, regularly appears at many
of the best night spots. He earned
his master's degree in composition from EWU in 1978.
The pianist and his trio will solo

in several arrangements with the
orchestra, including Beatie songs
arranged by Orchestra Director,
Dr. Wendal Jones and Al Farlow,
an EWU graduate now living in
Seattle.
The group will also perform
together on "2001--A Space Odyssey" arranged by Robin Swen-.
son, a Hollywood arranger. The
. t.rio will also present a set of their
original songs.
The EWU Orchestra will play
some recent show tunes and other
popular music, including selections from "A Chorus Line" and

.

.

Student·death

"Send in The Clowns." The
group, . under the direction ·. of
Jones and assistant ,conductor
Jeff Sandberg, will also present
recorded versions of "A 5th of
Beethoven" and "The Entertainer".
In addition, theme arrangements from "Zorba The Greek,"
will feature EWU senior Rick
Westrick as marimba soloist.
Concert-goers will be seated at
tables on a first-come basis and
refreshments will be ·available.
The free concert is open to the
public.

~

.... phil frank

F~KLY ·SPEAKING.
I '

investigated
Cheney police and the Spokane
County Coroner's office are investigating the death of Stephan
Wittstruck, a 28-year-old EWU
student, who was found dead in
his Cheney apartment about noon
Monday.
Wittstruck, who lived alone,
was found dead in the shower of
his apartment by a friend, according to Cheney , police Sgt.
·Greg Lopes.
.
Lopes said that although the
death appeared to be accidental
in nature, a routine investigation
would be conducted.
f

Photographer Arlene
Gottfried's exhibit, New York
Night Life, will open at the
Eastern Photography · Gall~ry
which is in the Art Building.

Jazz pianist Arnie Carruthers and his trio will appear
with the EWU Orchestra for a
fr~ concert in the PUB after
the EWU/Seattle Pacific basketball game. Th~ show will
start at approximately 9:45
p.m.

Feb. ·4

The body was taken to Jerue's
Funeral Home in Cheney.

.
An anti-war classic, King
of Hearts, will show in the PUB
at 1:30 p.'m. and 7. p.m. Admission for the afternoon show
is free; evening admission
price for students is 50 cents, ·
others: $1.50.

·~ Jan. 30
The film classic, Hans
Christian Anderson, will show
at the PUB at 1:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Jean Stevens and
Jaf!'eS Edmonds will present
a Duo Piano recital as part of
the Faculty Artist Series. The
show, w_hich is free to the-public, begins at 8 p.m. in the
Music Building Recital Hall.

· · Dancer's Dances, showing at the University Theatre
at 8 p.m.

From 9 p.m. until midnight, MECHA will present
Jose, DJ of the year in 1980, ·
in a dance in the ·PUB. Ad- .
mission i~ $1.

Feb. 5

Dancer's Dances will
show at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre.

At noon and 7 p.m. th~
Women's Center will ,present a
faculty/student discussion on
·sexu_al Harassment on campu~
Los Tarantos, a Spanish
film, will show at noon and 7
and ways of coping with the
p.m. in the Kennedy Auditori- · problem. The panel will meet
um. Admission is free.
in the Dressler Hall Lounge.

Craig Hinnenkamp, senior industrial hygienist for the DOL,
advised Majors on methods for
· cleaning up the mold. He also
agreed to visit the Copy Center
and take air samples.
"Our feeling is that if the
problems are related to working
conditions,' it's probably a chemi-~al reaction involving solvents or
other chemicals used in the cen,.ter," said Majors, exphdning the·
reason for the tests.'
Citil)g the growing amount of
.rumors about the situation,
Majors recommended'a complete
disinfecting of the Copy Center
prior to Hinnenkamp's testing.
All ..carpeting was removed
from the Copy Center last Friday
1,
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~NoticeAuditions for entertainment for
the Secord Annual Variety Club
Telethon will be held Feb. 6, 7 and
8 at the KHQ Studios, South 4204
. Regal.
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· .Marett ef ·oimes

The 20-hour telethon will be
aired on KHQ-TV in mid-March
to benefit Spokane ChildJ:en's
Charities.

-BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION-

•.. •

Local talent interested 10 appearing on the telethon should
call 448-1824 or 624-2713 between 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. All types of
entertainment will be considered,
with no regard fo the age of the
perform~r.,
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CLYDE LEIFER

Telephone contact must be
made by 6 p.m. Feb. 2 for audition scheduling purposes.

The Hair Company
235-5169

and floors and an visible surfaces
were hand-washed with disinfectant.
James Mowatt, custodial ser. vices manager for the Physical
Plant, also fumigated the center
on Saturday with L-PH-vestol.
"The disinfectant kills both
germs and fungi. It will also kill
any harmful tubercidal or pseudomodous bacteria; it's used in
most hospitals," Mowatt said.
When Hinnenkamp arrived
Monday to do the air samples, he
told the Easterner, ''According to
the lawt our initial test indicated
that there is probably no overexposure to any chemical...that
doesn't mean that there isn't
something here that's irritating
people.
.
When asked about the mold
problem, the hygienist said, "The
mold here is the same as bread
mold; you would probably find it

<Continued from Page 1)
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in every room on campus."
"I think that some exposure
has occurred. The symptoms
reported are in line with probI
lems that might result from
exposure to formaldehyde, ozone,
or an ultra-violet light source,"
he said.
Results from the tests taken
will be available in approximately two weeks. Hinnenkamp said
that people working with the
chemical might be experiencing
skin sensitization (the develop•
ment of an aJJergy after prolonged exposure to a chemical).
He aleo said if a problem with
chemicals ~s present, the solution
to the situation may involve
either a change in chemicals used
at the Copy Center, or the installation of supplementary venti~a·tion systems which will prevent
any gases from accumulating in
working areas.
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.Police chief reassigned

fail if the common mind of the
Over the past decade, however,
American society excludes
inflation has reduced that $50
strategic realism.''
figure tremendously.''
Every country is the proThe Board also approved the.
by Stephanie Vann
direction of Vice President of Issel most. "It's a shame that we
duct of its history, and future
expenditure of $10,500 for the
·
S
tan
Writer
Business and Finance Fred Johns haven't got adequate funds for
purchasing and installation of 369
foreign policy issues of each
Although
Harry
(Barney)
Issel
there weren't really many major students, because the original
lockers for student use in Tawancountry will g~nerally be dehas been relieved of his duties at
problems with the department."
ka Commons.
idea was to make students the
termined by that history.
Campus Safety, he still holds the
Now it appears that Campus backbone of Campus Safety.''
One cannot understand the
position of Chief of Police.
Safety, following a change in · Issel said that the only reason
attitudes and behavior of the
Issel, 49, has apparently been
administrative personnel and the Campus Safety is functioning
Rich Shields, AS executive AsSoviets, which are very difreassigned
to
work
on
a
"special
loss of an inspector has run into now is because of the reserves.
sistant, said the lockers were
ferent from American attiproject" at the Physical Plant. ·, trouble, including an inadequate ·
"justified" due to the number of
There's something to think about.
One source there ~ould not reveal
tudes and behavior, without
number of commissioned offithefts of textbooks, electronic
Issel mentioned that there is a
the ~ature of the project, but lssel · cers, a~d an inadequate budget.
calculators, dining silverware
knQwing something about
possibility that Campus Safety
said it mostly involved paper"Because of the 1imited num- will become a security organizaand other items from Tawanka.
their history.
ber of commissioned officers tion rather than a police, departwork.
Shields estimated that more
Halle says, "Knowledge of
Campus
Safety is forced to em- ment. No decision has been
than
$1,000
worth
of
items
is
Issel seems confident that h;e
world history can be engenploy reserves from the Cheney reached in this matter. It is a
stolen quarterly from Tawanka.
will be reinstated soon, but under
dered only in the universities,
Police Dep~rtment,'' Issel said.
the advice of his lawyers he was
fac t, however, that security
in the courses they offer and
''The reserve officers are paid guards are paid less than actual
not able to comment further.
the books they produce.''
-· The I.ockers, which should be
out of over-time as well as some commissioned police officers.
He did, howevel'., say that he
History classes are no
of th~ money intended for student
has enjoyed working with Caminstalled by spring quarter, are
The fates of Issel and Campus
longer required courses for
employees.
Consequently .student Safety are basically up in the air.
pus
Saf
etr
despite
occasional
estimated to produce approxigraduation in most univeremployees fall off, because they Issel 's only comment on the
mix-ups and budgetary probmately $2,500 in revenues quararen't being paid enough."
sities, including EWU.
lems. "Sure," said Issel recently,
terly.
future of Campus Safety was, "I
- Loss of student help is one wish they'd get Fred Johns back,
"I
love
my
job,
as
long
as
In addition to a knowledge
(The AS Council approved
problem that appears to worry that's for sure! ''
Campus Safety was under the
of world hi$tory, one must
Tuesday a $3.50 rental fee for the
lockers.)
have a theoretical underRevenues generated by locker
standing of the nature of
rentals
will be placed in a rerelations among sovereign
. "
volving
fund to be used by AS,
nations, and of the way such
(Continued from Page 1)
"My personal opinion is that we
investigation by the departme.nt.
Shields said.
relations must be conducted,
memorandum from Hartman to
Trulove did say, however, that have some miscommunications
"I think they (the lockers) are
l~sel.
to formulate intelligent forff
EWU were to turn over its between Gardner, Issel, Hartlong overdue,'' said Andrew,
"Since
Chief
(Jerome
D.)
eign policy decisions.
investigations to the city PD "we man and myself," Graham said.
Kelly, BOT member.
Gardner had refused to do any would have to hire an investiIn order to predi~t how a
Graham also noted there exists
investigative follow-up, very few gator."
monkey will perform in a
a " verbal agreement" between
cases were referred. The two
given situation, one must
Trulove noted, however, that in Cheney police department and
cases that .were definitely refer- 1979, EWU had contracted with EWU to " help us with investistudy monkies for -some time.
red were the Easterner and R- the Cheney Police Department gations, if need be." In the past,
-The same is true for man. In
TV cases, Issel said.
for its police services. That con- he said, the Cheney Police De(Continued from Page 3) ·
order to predict how a nation
According to police reports,
tract had not been renewed in partment has hired part-time
-will react to a given foreign
. The Easterner office was burgpatrolm~n to fill vacancies which
1980 or 1981, he said.
Council members also agr~
policy . decision, one must
larized of approximately $1500
In an interview last fall with have occured when regular offihave studied that country in to establish a bimonthly dormiworth of Cc;lmera equipment last' The Easterner, Hartman said his cers were assigned to campus
tory visitation plan which :would
depth.
.
summer.
decision to leave the position of investigations.
limit two council members to ten
But, according to the Issel
That way rules can be minutes in discussing vario~s
"The reason for this is that you
campus investigator unfilled was
memorandum, Gardner told Lt.
formulated to guide in policy issues with dorm residents.
just
don't go o~t and hire an
based on the " assumption" that
Larry
Montague,
campus
police,
making ,decisions. These
· Cheney would continue investi- investigator," Graham said, notIn another matter, Ron Keene,
that "he did not have the per- gative services.
ing that "familiarity" with an
rules are necessary for un- council member, said the Student
sonnel to do it (investigations)
area is necessary for investi"It looks as though we were
derstanding, and for the, pur- Union Board of Control (SUBOC)
and would not do the investigative·work.
caught
sitting
on
our
hands,"
pose of formulating policy last week raised from $15 to $20
gations."
It's been the practice, Graham
Hartman said at the Lime.
the amount students are allowed
based on that understanding.
Gardner is reportedly out of
In a memorandum to Bob said, for the university to comWithout these basic tools of to cash checks at the PUB
town and could not be reached for
Graham,
Physical Plant direct- pensate the Cheney Police Deknowledge, the United States information desk. The check
comment prior to press time.
or, dated May 21, Issel said he partment for time for its serand the free world are in cashing fee rose to 25 cents.
In an Oct. 30 article in Th~
was "unable to conduct properly vices.
SUBOC also increased from $3
Easterner, Gardner was quoted
grave danger of extinction. •
According to Hartman, the Spothe investigative functions beto $5 the penalty for returned
as saying, "it was not in the
Universities should serious- checks, Keene said.
kane County Sheriff's Departcause of a lack of manpower."
contract to provide (Cheney Poly consider changing graduaAt present, EWU employs nine ment is investigating the R-TV
lice Department) detective sertion requirements to include a
full-time
staff employees in its theft, while Cheney police de.
vices
to
the
college."
police force, four of which are partment is investigating an LA
core of history and internaFurther complicating the conHall arson fire.
sergeants and one holds the rank
tional affairs classes 'to remtroversial issue i.s the apparent
of
lieutenant.
"Everything else is campus
edy this situation.
fact there is no specific contract
Shortly after the reported safety," said Hartman.
Halle said, ''The governbetween EWU and any "outside"
(Continued from Page 1)
Hartman offered a " no comradio-television
theft last fall, of
ment in Washington is limited
police agency relative to invesment" when asked about Issel's
the department's sergeants,
in its formulation of foreign now he thinks he might just be the
tigation of crimes occuring on
Cindy Reed was given a new
pending litigation.
campus.
policy and its conduct of . man to give oµr country some
position to conduct investigative
"I don't want to mess up the
Cheney Mayor Tom Trulove
foreign relations by the com- strong leadership.
duties.
water until Barney's trial," he
The final comment which best
told The Easterner Tuesday
mon mind (of the nation~,
Graham admitterl Tuesday he said.
sums up the feelings for the
EWU
has
no
contract
with
the
which, may be so wrong in its majority of the Eastern students
"would expect them (students ) to
Hartman's comment was the
Cheney police department to probe upset?' when they learned that
first indication Issel may face an
understanding of reality that as well as the rest of the nation
vide investigative services, and
some individual crime reports
upcoming court battle.
it is often at odds with the was given by Debbie Brookshire:
that under existing department
" I don't think it is an approwere
not
being
investigated.
basic concepts that .it takes "I'm thankful that it's over."
personnel "it would t_ake two
"I'm not going to ·argue with
priate time to rehash this thing,"
for granted. _Does not everymonths" for the initiation of an
that,"
he
said.
Hartman
said.
thing depend, in these cirII
cumstances, on raising the
awan/ui; ~owi1nondsophistication of the society
.,.,There 1s no ·energy cr1s1s,
II
as a whole to the highest
Luncheon .menu served from 10:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.
says Bucky.
possible' level?
Thurs., Jan. 29 Cream Potato Soup, Hamburgers, Tuna
'' Surely this is the mission
-''There is no energy ~hortage.
of the universities in the field
Noodle Casserole, Rolled Salami Sid,
of international relations; to
Diced Carrots, Salad Bar
There is only an ignorance
dev~lop realistic theory, · and
Fri., Jan. 30
Clam
Chowder,
French
Dip/Au
Jus,
Pork
(
crisis.,,
by the educational process to
Chow Mein, Fruit Salad, Spinach, Salad
raise the level of understandBar
ing of the society as a whole.''
Sat., Jan. 31
Brunch

.- /ssel----,,--__;_---,;-+,-~-----:-----
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Sun., Feb. 1
Mon., Feb. 2

WANT TO BE
CATHOLJC
PRIEST
OR
SISTER
CONTACT FATHER NIGRO
GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SPOKANE, WA 99258

Tues., Feb. 3
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Wed., Feb. 4

Brunch
Crm Mushroom Soup, Poor Boy Sandwich, Tamale Pie, Bologna Sid Bowl,
Mixed Vegs, Salad Bar
Chicken Rice Soup, German Sausage/
Potato Pancakes, Hot Beef Sand/Gravy,
Vegetarian Salad Bowl, Diced Carrots,
Salad Bar
Navy Bean Soup, Pizza, Beef Chow Mein,
Egg Salad Bowl, P~as, Salad Bar

BUCKMINSTER
FULLER .
A genius before his own time!

11

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's, Office for 10
punches for breakfast or lunch at $15 per tickets or $1 :50 per meal.
Dinner Hours
4:15 • 6:30 ____...,....,....,...,._....:•,·,.
..............................;........,;,.~;.;.;.
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THURSDAY, FEB. 5
12:00 - Showalter Aud.
FREE
Presented by ASEWU
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EWUbeBts
foe
by Kirk Findlay
I

Sports Writer

The EWU wrestling team ·dropped a home decision to junior
.college power North Idaho, then
bounced back for a road victory
over Big Sky conf~rence contender Montana, in recent wrestling
action.
On Tuesday in Eastern's ~avilion, Idaho jumped out to a quick
lead, capturing the opening four
matches of the contest, en route
to a 33-14 thrashing of the Eagles.
After EWU's Mike Sullivan outpointed his opponent lQ-3, Idaho
took three · more victories in
. succession, before Oscar Springste·e n scored a 12 point win,
followed by undefeated heavyweight Dan Thew's second round
pin, to close out the Eagle's
scoring.
"North Idaho should be ranked
in the top five in the nation for
junior colleges, explained assistant coach Craig Foster. "It was·
good experience for us to wrestle
.
.
Easterner photo by Dennis Hays
a team of their caliber.''
Saturday, Jan 24, the Eagles
Tbe EWU wrestling ~earn conti~ued their ·r ecent success with a 28-21 victory over a tough Montana team last
posted only their second victory
Saturday. Oscar Sprmgsteen, pictured here, won big at 190 lbs. in an earlier match with North Idaho.
of, the year, edging Montana
•28-21, in Missoula.
Bill Tritz opened up the scoring
for Eastern with a second round
pin, at 126 lbs. Ted Navarre then
scored a resounding 17-4 decision
at 134, preceeding another pin,

Racquetball team Women.win;
wins another · one beat WSU
by Dennis Hays
Sports Editor
Off to a fast start in the second

half of the- Greater Spokane
Racquetball League, the EWU
men's racquetball team rolled to
a 7-5 victory over The Spokane
Club, their second consecutive
win.
Tonight, the men will try lo
extend their streak when they
battle the YMCA at 6 p.m. in the
Phase IV racquetball courts.
Mike Helfer, John· Moore,
Larry Renchen, Kevin Ore, and

,. .

Greg Morse all won their
matches, as did Mike Hess and
Brian Burns.
Last quarter, Eastern finished
the first half of the season w.ith a
7-1 record. That mark was good
enough for· a first-place tie, but
The Family Fitness Center was
awarded the Championship on
the basis of more individual
games won·over the course of the
season. EWU was 61-35 in overall
games while Family Fitness was
65-31.

Gymnast.third
'

.

.

iii Idaho·meet
by Phillip C. Smith
Sports Writer ·

I .j /,

C,oming off a much improved
performance last Saturday in a
four-school meet at the University of Idaho, the Eastern Washington University gymnastics
team travels to Seattle this weekend for successive three-way
meets on successive nights.
Friday night's meet at the University of W~hington features
the host schooi and Boise State
University. Boise State is favored
to capture the regional cham'pionship this year.
Seattle Pacific University hosts
the Eagles and Portland State
University on Saturday night.
Portland State slipped past EWU
by one-tenth of a point in their
last meeting.
Last Saturday's four-way meet
at the U. of I. was won by
defending national junior college
champion 'Spokane Community
College with a score of 125.35.

Seattle University was second at
121.60, followed by Eastern at 115
and Idaho ai 104.45.
Coach Rusty Wellman said he
was pleased with Eastern's per- ·
formance. "We have had quite a
few injuries that have forced me
to make some substitutions," he
said, ·''but our perfprmance was
very encouraging."
The Eagles were led by Marci
Crockford on the uneven bars.
Crockford scored a 7.8 good for
third place in that event.
. Also turning in a fine per- .
formance was Diana Wilkerson
who was · fifth in the all-around
competition.
Wilkerson, who has a good
chance to qualify for nationals,
has been invited to compete in the
prestigious Western Hemisphere
Games ...
Held at California State ·at
Hayward, Feb.14-15, the Western
Hemisphere Games is an invitation-only meet for outstanding
all-around competitors.

this time by Dave Karras. At 158,
Mike Sullivan again won convincingly, 18-6. The match was then
clinched. by none other than star
heavyweight Thew, as he scored
a first round pin.
The two pins boosted Thew's
undefeated streak to 15-0 on the
year and 23 straight duel match
victories, stretching back to last
year. ''I try not to think about the
winning streak,'' remarked
Thew. The pressure starts getting to me if I start thinking I
have to keep my winning streak
going .. I just take it one match at
a time.''
Thew, only a junior, must face
many opponents who outweigh
his 225 pounds.
''The weight of my opponent
doesn't bother me mqch," he
said, "I've wrestled many guys
over 300 lbs. and haven't had too
much trouble, so I'm not going to
worry about how big my next
opponent' will be. I try to appr.oach every match the same
way."
Eastern has a busy road schedule ahead, as it.takes on Colum-·
bia Basin J.C. tonight in Pasco,
then travels to Portland for a duel
meet against Portland State Friday, followed by the Portland
State invitational Tournament,
featuring some of the best schools
on the West Coast.

•

1n Pullman
by Jack Peasley
Sports Writer ·

The EWU women beat WSU in
basketball aclion at Pullman Friday night _52-45 to fIDOve into
second place in the Mountain
Division of the Northwest Women's Basketball League.
A hustling defense that limited
the Cougars to a poor -28 percent
mark from the floor and a dominant inside game that out rebounded WSU 56-40 were the keys
to the Eagle win.
·
Maria Loos and Fay Zwarych
pulled down 17 rebounds each to
lead Eastern in -caroms. Loos
improved her rebounding average to 11 .8 per game,•one of the
best in the Northwest.
The Eagles were led in scoring
by Zwarych and DeAnne Nelson
who scored 11 points apiece.
Becky Clark added nine to the
balanced Eastern attack.
EWU improved its· record to
7-11 overall and 2-1 in league
play. WSU dropped to 1-3 in
Mountain Division action.
Eastern entertains Boise State
tomorrow night in Reese Court at
8 p.m. The Eagles hope to keep
pressure on first place Montana,
who beat Boise State last weekend. EWU dropped a decision to
the Lady Grizzlies earlier this
year in Missoula.
Sophomore Teresa Willard
leads the Eagles in scoring with
an 11.2 average, followed closely
by Loos and Nelson. Wiltard is a
distant second to Loos in reboundin·g with an average of 4.9
per game, while Nelson continues
to be the team's top playmaker,
having dished out 79 assists in 18
games this year.

Easterner photo by Mark Kriz
In their only game or the week, the EWU women's basketball team
beat WSU 52-45. The women moved into second place in the Mountain
Division of the Northwest Basketball League.
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DANCE
to the Professional Sound & Light Show

by Jose
"DJ of the Year 19B0"
nominated by
Electric Canary Poll
in Seattle

Admission: $1.00
Friday, Jan. 30th
PUB M.P. Rm.

9-12 p.m.
Let's Disco
Sponsored by M.E.C.H.A.

I

8
~

Brent Caulk, EWU senior in marketing, has been hang gliding for five months. Here he shows the form
necessary for a clean take-off.

Let's go fly a kite
by Les Cooley
Sports Writer ,

Overlooking miles of rolling
hills, being alone _in a peaceful
quiet setting, having control
while soaring high above the
ground and being in a fantasy you
never thought possible are, some
of the reasons why bang gliding
has captur~ the atteriti'on of
Brent Caulk.
Caulk, a senior at Eastern
majoring in management, found
his love for hang gliding about
five months ago.
"A good friend and I signed up
for five lessons with a certified
instructor costing $95 and we
were ·on our way," said Caulk.
"The USHGA (United States
Hang Gliding Association) certifi~s people to be instructo11s,
proper lessons are essential to
begin'hang gliding,'' said Caulk.

The USHGA has.approximately
60,000 members, though you .d on't
have to be a member to hang
glide. There are five proficiency
ratings in the USHGA; beginner,
novice, interi:nediate, advan~~
and masters.
•~'
.
"There are roughly 60 1:JSHGA
members who ha,ve achieved a
masters rating,·a masters rating
is out of the range of most pilots,''
said Caulk.
Caulk, who has a proficiency
rating of a beginner, says being a
member of the USHGA has . its
advantages.
"A $25 annual membership fee
allows you to compete and gives
you a $500,000 liability insurance
to any property damage or bodily
injury to others while hang gliding," said Caulk.
Caulk almost had a need for the
liability insurance on one of his
first flights.
"I was gliding off High Drive in
Spokane and thought I was going
to hmd in the living room -of this
house, but luckily I landed. right
next to the house without anybody even noticing me," said ...
Caulk.
The cost of a hang glider and
the necessary accessories is be-

tween $1200 to $1800 for 1981
equipment, and $400 to $700 used.
"I bought a 1981 glider for $1525
and a used harness for $75 and
that's really all you need," said
Caulk. ~
,
.
Hang gliding has been around
for years. Back in the 1950s ·and
mid 60s ~ASA were considering
using wings to return space capsules to earth, but, the effort was
abandoned in favor of parachutes. But it hasn't been until
recently that the construction of
hang gliders has improved.
"The pioneers of hang gliding
were crazy. They wo~d fly until
they wanted to land, and then it
was a crash landing because the
constriuction of those gliders was
: unsafe," said Caulk.

"Today's hang gliders are safe
and most accidents are pilot
error as with airplanes. People
ask me if I am afraid of crashing
and I tell them I have an immortality insurance clause with
God," said Caulk.
Caulk, who became a Christian
recently, says· "Hang gliding has
become a spiritual event for me, I
am literally closer to God."
Caulk gave some final advice to
would-be hang gliders.
"If you don't think you are
ready for a particular flight don't
attempt it. "
Also, if the wind conditions are
not right, don't set up and fly,
turn around and go home, no
matter how far you had to drive.
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Ent~r the EWU
PICK &SHOOT
BASKETBALL BONANZA
·WIN UP TO $1,000 CASH
·

-.

All Home EWU Basketball Games

THREE GAMES THIS WEEKEND
GRAND SHOOTOFF - SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22

-----------~----------------~
•

l
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EWU PICK & SHOOT BASKETBALL BONANZA
Guess The Score
Check One: Men__

Easterner photo by Les Cooley
Brent Caulk soars over the Spokane area in his ne w hang glider. Cost :
$1600.
.

Women__

Date:

Select Final Score: (;WU_ _ _ _ _ _ Opponen...__ _ __ _
Name:

Phone:._ _ _ __

Address:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PLEASE PRINT
DEPOSIT BEFORE GAME TIME - NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

-------------------.-..--------Coming: MEN'S GAMES
TONIGHT and SATURDAY
Coming: WOMEN'S GAMES
TOMORROW NIGHT
With the Eastern Eagles.. .
_.
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT!

.\
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Boyer wins three

Swim teams
.

.

win.at home.
.

Easterner photo by Brad Griffith
Lisa Amberg c·ootinued her diving excellence for the EWU swim team. She won both the three- and one-meter
diving events to help the women's team beat Whitman 67-41 Saturday. The men also won, 94-40.

.

.

~

M~en ·spl.it ~ tw·o gam~s;.
play at home ·tonight
season for ,the Eagles. He went.
9-11 from the floor and "finished
with a game-high 20 points. Point
guard George Abrams chipped in·
with 15 points and five assists. •
The following night EWU put
on a defensive show to shut _down
a powerful UPS offense which
was averagipg 88 points per
game.
Peterson again led the Eagles
in the scoring department. He
scored 16 ~ints which included
10 of 11 freethrows. Four of those
free shots ca1'!1e in the last minute
to help seal the victory.
Eastern led at the half 33-27,
but UPS fought back to regain the
lead 45-46 with 12 minutes left.
That lead didn't last long, however, as Peterson cashed a short
jumpe~ and the Eagles were off
and running: Abrams fed a pass
to Matt Peppers for a slamdu~k, then s.t ole the ball and
dished off to Peterson for a Jay-in.

by.Dennis Hays

Sports Editor
Eastern's men's basketball
team 'may have saved themselves from Division II playoff
elimination with a win at the
University of Puget Sound last
Saturday night. But the Eagles
face two tough tests this week.
EWU will battle Seattle Pacific
tonite at 8 p.m. and Central
comes to town Saturday night.
Last weekend the Eagles lost to
a hot-shooting St. Martins team
8()..67 on Friday before upsetting
UPS, the number four ranked
team in the nation 7o-60.
St. Martins shot 53 percent
from the floor and outrebounded
. Eastern 45-30 Friday night.
Meanwhile EWU was shooting _a
cool 28 of 68 from the field and
managed to make only half of
· their 22 free throw attempts.
Transfer guard Wayne Peterson had his best night of the
/,_
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George Abrams
DonGarves
Matt Peppers
Wayne Peterspn
Dave Henley
John Wade

•

I
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by Dennis Hays
Sports Editor
Eastern's swimming teams
stroked their way to a sweep of
their co-ed dual meet with Whitman College last Saturday. The
women won 67-41 and the men
cruised to a 94-40 victory.
-Theo Scbmeekle, Jim Christian
Mark Sanderson, and Eric Doering each won twice to lead the
·men to their lopsided victory.
Schmeekle •won the 200 meter
freestyle in 1 :50.8 and •the 200
backstroke in 2:05.1. Christian
took the 50 freestyle in and 200
brea_ststroke _with times of : 22.5
and 2: 21.6. Doering was the winner in th.e . 200 butterfly (2:05.6)
and the 500 freestyle (5 :16.4), and
Sanderson won the freestyle in
:52.8 and the 200 individual medley with a time of 2:08.4. These
four also teamed up in the 400
meter freestyle relay to ·give ·
EWU another victory.
·chris Boyer was a triple winner
for the women's team. She won
the 50 breaststroke, the 50 freestyle and the 200 butterfly. Suzy
Koppa helped Eastern's women
to victory with two first-place
fi~ishes. She swam to wins in the

-.

,I

2.00 freestyle.and the 50 butterfly.
Julie Bozzi and Jeannie Whitely joined Boyer and Koppa to take
the 400 meter freestyle relay.
Whitely also won the 100 freestyle.
Lisa Amberg continued •her
diving excellence by sweeping
both diving events. She scored
190.1 points to win the on~meter
competition and then went on torack up a m .5 score to take the
three-meter event.
,,
The two teams are improving
on their performances every
meet, and if this trend continues,
Coach Eileen O'Donnell feels her
charges will be very competitive
irl the future.
"Both the men's and women's
teams have been doing well
lately," she said. "They got off
some good swims last weekend. I
think we will be tough against
PLU this Saturday.''
The Eagles host Pacific Lutheran University in a dual meet
Saturday afternoon at one ,
o'clock. When the two schools
met earlier in the season the
men's teams tied 50-50, but the
women lost· to a power-packed
PLU team 92-46.

UPS resorted to a full-court press
late in the game, but only succeeded in .sending EWU to the
foul line. Eastern's last seven
points were from the charity
stripe.
Abrams finished the game with
13 points and six more assists for
a total of 101 scoring passes on
the year, a 5.6 average. He also
leads the team with a 13.9 scoring
average.
The Eagles defeated tonight's
opponent, Seattle Pacifi~. earlier
in the season 86-83 in a doubleovertime struggle.
Eastern also beat Central, the
team they play Saturday night.
EWU crushed the Wildcats 76-55
in Ellensburg Jan. 17. It was the
worst home defeat for CWU in°22
years.
The Eagles season record
stands at 11-7 going into this
week's action.

WU ·basketball stats

1

·-Men

•

11

G
18
18
18
18
18
18

FGM

II

88

.

·, It

83
I•

75
71
71

60

IJ

-·

PCT

FGA

47.1
46.6
50.7
50.7

187
178
148
140
137
132

51.8

45.5

AVG
13.9
10.5
9.7

9.4
9.1
8.8

Garves
Peppers
Wade
Cranston
Peterson
Abrams

REB
ASTS .
98
Abrams 101
83

77
75
64
58

,,

Peterson
Garves
Wade
Cranston
Peppers

31
29
28
20
17

.

.

;,

Women

1'

•Teresa Willard
Maria Loos
F~y.Zwarych

18
18
17

DeAnneNelson

1R

92
84
64
63

2'11

.

206
138
154

I

44.4
40.8
46.4
· 40.9

11.2
10.8

9.4
9.0

Loos
Zwarych
Willard

213
103
89

~--:~f:f;~t: ;,,: '
Nelson
Willard
.Loos

79

Easterner photo by Dennis Hays

38
34

Wayne Peterson had the hot had for the Eagles •ast weekend. He
scored a total of 36 points to help EWU split a pair of to._gh basketball
games .

